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INTRODUCTION

Smooth pursuit eye movements are generated as a voluntary
motor response for tracking moving targets. It is well established that the predominant drive for smooth pursuit initiation
is target velocity on the retina (i.e., retinal slip), although target
acceleration and position can also have an influence (e.g., Ilg
2008; Ilg and Thier 2008; Krauzlis 2004; Lisberger 2010).
Once smooth pursuit has been initiated, afferent visual feedback as well as efference copies of the motor commands are
used for pursuit maintenance (Lisberger et al. 1987). The
traditional view of how smooth pursuit eye movements are
initiated involves computing a two-dimensional (2D) velocitybased motor plan from the retinal slip information, which is
then used to drive the 3D ocular plant (Angelaki and Hess
2004; Dicke and Thier 1999; Ghasia et al. 2008; Klier et al.
2006; Tweed et al. 1992). This view proposes that 3D behavioral constraints such as Listing’s law, which allows for 2D
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control of a 3D plant, are implemented through the extraocular
muscle-pulley system (Demer 2004, 2006, 2007; Quaia and
Optican 1998). Whether Listing’s law is indeed implemented
through the extraocular muscle-pulley system or rather is
actively controlled by neurons in the brain is still under debate
(Dimitrova et al. 2003; McClung et al. 2006). Regardless of the
answer, this view ignores the fact that the sensory velocity
information from the retina must first be interpreted in a
geometrically accurate fashion and thus requires a visual-motor
transformation of retinal slip to compute a 2D motor plan that
moves the eyes in the correct direction. Only once a geometrically accurate 2D motor plan has been established, kinematically correct 3D eye movements that obey Listing’s law can be
generated.
The need for a visual-motor transformation of velocity
signals mainly arises from the eye’s ability to rotate around the
line of sight, i.e., in torsion. Nonzero torsional states can occur
in a number of situations including oblique eye positions
(Tweed 1997a), ocular counter-roll during head roll (Bockisch
and Haslwanter 2001; Haslwanter et al. 1992), vertical eye
positions during head pitch (Bockisch and Haslwanter 2001;
Haslwanter et al. 1992), horizontal eye positions during ocular
vergence (Mok et al. 1992; Tweed 1997b; Van Rijn and Van
den Berg 1993), during the vestibuloocular reflex (VOR)
(Bockisch et al. 2003; Harris et al. 2001; Misslisch and Hess
2000) or the optokinetic reflex (OKR) (Fetter et al. 1995;
Tweed et al. 1992). This variety of influences results in very
different torsional states across viewing situations. Because of
these different torsional states, the retinal velocity signals are
rotated with respect to the oculomotor apparatus, which in turn
is fixed to the skull. This means that to initiate smooth pursuit
from a specific visual input, the brain must account for that
torsion. Therefore we argue here that an explicit visual-motor
transformation of retinal velocity signals is required for spatially accurate smooth pursuit initiation. In other words, the
classical 2D motor planning stage must incorporate a transformation of the retinal velocity signals into a reference frame that
is independent of the eye’s torsional state, e.g., head-centered
coordinates.
It is often believed that Listing’s law deals with the visualmotor reference frame transformation and renders an explicit
transformation unnecessary; however. this is not the case.
Listing’s law constrains the three degrees of freedom of eye
rotation to effectively two axes of rotation that are optimal in
the sense that eye velocity is minimal and there is no accumulation of ocular torsion (Tweed et al. 1992). Both types of
orienting eye movements, i.e., saccades and smooth pursuit,
obey Listing’s law (Tweed and Vilis 1990; Tweed et al. 1992).
However, Listing’s law does not solve the reference frame
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Smooth pursuit eye movements are driven by retinal motion signals.
These retinal motion signals are converted into motor commands that
obey Listing’s law (i.e., no accumulation of ocular torsion). The fact
that smooth pursuit follows Listing’s law is often taken as evidence
that no explicit reference frame transformation between the retinal
velocity input and the head-centered motor command is required.
Such eye-position-dependent reference frame transformations between eye- and head-centered coordinates have been well-described
for saccades to static targets. Here we suggest that such an eye (and
head)-position-dependent reference frame transformation is also required for target motion (i.e., velocity) driving smooth pursuit eye
movements. Therefore we tested smooth pursuit initiation under
different three-dimensional eye positions and compared human performance to model simulations. We specifically tested if the ocular
rotation axis changed with vertical eye position, if the misalignment of
the spatial and retinal axes during oblique fixations was taken into
account, and if ocular torsion (due to head roll) was compensated for.
If no eye-position-dependent velocity transformation was used, the
pursuit initiation should follow the retinal direction, independently of
eye position; in contrast, a correct visuomotor velocity transformation
would result in spatially correct pursuit initiation. Overall subjects
accounted for all three components of the visuomotor velocity transformation, but we did observe differences in the compensatory gains
between individual subjects. We concluded that the brain does perform a visuomotor velocity transformation but that this transformation
was prone to noise and inaccuracies of the internal model.
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METHODS

Model
We addressed if and how retinal velocity signals would be transformed into geometrically accurate, smooth pursuit eye movements.
Underlying these questions is the fundamental fact that retinal input
and extraocular muscle commands are encoded in different frames of
reference (see INTRODUCTION). For saccades, it has been shown that
position signals must undergo a transformation between the retinal
(visual input) and head-centered (motor output) reference frames
(Crawford and Guitton 1997). Here we investigated this reference
frame transformation for velocity signals.
J Neurophysiol • VOL

To do so, we built a geometrical model that transformed visual
inputs from a retinal into a head-centered reference frame by taking
the 3D eye position into account (see APPENDIX for mathematical
details of the model). This was done by constraining 3D eye rotation
axes to a 2D surface, as modeled by Listing’s law (Tweed 1997a). In
its simplest form, Listing’s law states that the eyes are in a given
position that can be achieved by a single rotation from the “straightahead” gaze direction and that the axis of this rotation lies in a
fronto-parallel (with respect to the head) plane that passes through the
center of the eyes. Implementing Listing’s law allowed us to model
the effect of vertical eye positions onto the required ocular rotation
axis for programming eye movements (APPENDIX, Eq. A1—A4). In
addition, we allowed for changes in eye torsion, e.g., due to head-roll
related ocular counter-roll (APPENDIX, Eq. A5) (Bockisch and Haslwanter 2001; Haslwanter et al. 1992), creating a rotation of the visual
image with respect the head-centered reference frame (APPENDIX,
Eq. A6). Finally we implemented the spherical projection geometry of
the visual image onto the retina (Blohm and Crawford 2007; Crawford
and Guitton 1997), which—together with Listing’s law—resulted in
the misalignment for the spatial and retinal axes in oblique eye
positions. The predictions of this model will be described in more
details in RESULTS.
We proposed two extreme working hypotheses that should allow
interpreting the experimental data. First, retinal velocity input was
used to generate the motor command in an invariable way, i.e., there
was no reference frame transformation (retinal hypothesis) or second,
retinal velocities are interpreted differently for different eye positions,
producing a reference frame transformation (spatial hypothesis). In
RESULTS, we first investigated whether hypothesis 1 would lead to
errors in the motor command, and how large they would be under
different circumstances such as the rotation geometry due to a mismatch between retinal and spatial axes or head roll-induced ocular
torsion. (Note: the mismatch of retinospatial axes indicated that for
oblique eye positions, the screen vertical did not align with the retinal
vertical despite a 0 torsional component in the rotation axis). By
design, hypothesis 2 predicted no errors in the generated motor
command. We then compared the errors subjects made in initiating
smooth pursuit to the predictions from both hypotheses. The experiments (described in the following text) targeted each component of
the visuomotor velocity transformation separately.

Subjects
Six human subjects (aged 22–32 yr) were recruited after informed
consent. Five of those six subjects were naïve as to the purpose of the
experiment. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
did not have any known neurological, oculomotor or visual disorders.
All procedures complied with the Université Catholique de Louvain
Ethics Committee in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Apparatus
Subjects sat in complete darkness 90 cm in front of a tangent
screen. In experiments 1 and 2, their heads were restrained by a chin
rest, whereas in experiment 3, their heads were free to move. Green
and red 0.2° laser (BFi Optilas) spots were back-projected onto the
translucent screen by means of M2 and M3ST mirror galvanometers
(GSI Lumonics, Billerica, LA). Movements of both eyes were recorded at 400 Hz using a Chronos head-mounted 3D video eye tracker
(Chronos Vision, Berlin, Germany). The Chronos eye tracker had a
tracking resolution better than 0.05° along all three axes. Calibration
was accurate to 0.5° in position. Head movements (in experiment 3)
were recorded at 200 Hz using a Codamotion system (Leicestershire,
UK) after placing three active infrared diodes on the Chronos helmet.
The arrangement of the Codamotion markers on the eye tracker
helmet (see following text) resulted in an estimated resolution (and
accuracy) of 0.1° for head movements. Target presentation, position
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problem; it simply uses a 2D motor plan and ensures that
whatever movement is executed, the torsional component of
the final 3D eye position is zero (or a specific value specified
by a binocular, head-unrestrained version of Listing’s law). In
addition, as mentioned in the preceding text, some eye movement types do not follow Listing’s law, e.g., ocular counterroll, OKN, or VOR. Therefore Listing’s law does not imply
any particular reference frame and is merely a constraint on the
motor output (or a way for the brain to drive a 3D plant from
a 2D motor plan). Consider an example from the saccadic
system, where this confusion has essentially been resolved
(Crawford et al. 2003). If ocular torsion was 10°, per se (e.g.,
due to head movements), and a saccade target was displayed,
the visual input would be rotated by 10°, relative to the
head-centered reference frame—the required motor output reference frame (Crawford and Guitton 1997). If the saccade was
programmed in a retinal reference frame (i.e., based only on
the position of the target on the retina), we would expect this
eye movement to deviate by 10° from the spatial target direction, but the saccadic eye movement would nevertheless conform to Listing’s law (no accumulation of torsion). However,
we know that for spatially accurate saccades, the retinal input
is transformed into a head-centered reference frame (Crawford
and Guitton 1997; Hepp et al. 1993; Sparks and Mays 1990).
We propose that the same reasoning should also apply to
velocity-driven smooth pursuit. Hence in this case, retinal
velocity must be interpreted differently depending on 3D eye
position signals to generate spatially accurate pursuit.
In the present study, we describe the mathematics of the
visuomotor velocity transformation geometry for eye movements without which we expect specific errors in initial smooth
pursuit eye movements to occur. We tested three different
geometrical constraints in the visuomotor transformation and
made specific predictions with respect to each one based on the
existence of a specific visuomotor velocity transformation: the
axis of eye rotations should change when pursuit is initiated
from vertical eye orientations; for oblique eye positions, the
visuomotor transformation must correct for the retinal projection geometry, which creates a mismatch between the retinal
axes and the projection of the spatial axes onto the retina; and
ocular torsion (e.g., due to ocular counter-roll during head roll)
should be taken into account. We tested these predictions
experimentally and report that the brain compensated for any
mismatch between the retinal representation and the required
(head-centered) motor output to produce spatially accurate
behavior. We discuss the implications of this study for other
visuomotor or vision experiments using moving stimuli and
make predictions about the underlying neurophysiology.

VISUOMOTOR VELOCITY TRANSFORMATIONS FOR SMOOTH PURSUIT

and velocity commands as well as synchronization signals for eye and
head movement recordings were generated at 1 kHz using a dedicated
real-time computer (PXI-8186, National Instruments, Austin, TX)
running LabView (National Instruments) and PXI-6025E (National
Instruments) multi-purpose data acquisition boards.

Procedure
Subjects were presented with a series of blocks of trials. There were
three different experiments per session. A calibration sequence consisting of nine fixation positions (0, ⫾10, and ⫾20° horizontal and
vertical, arranged in the shape of a cross) was presented on the screen
before each experiment. Subjects performed two blocks of 50 trials
each, per experiment.

EXPERIMENT 2 (RETINAL PROJECTION GEOMETRY—MISMATCH OF
RETINO-SPATIAL AXES). Subjects fixated on one of three red fixation

spots for a random duration between 750 and 1,250 ms (Fig. 1B). The
oblique fixation positions were (H, V) (⫾25, 25) degrees, and we also
included a straight-ahead reference position at (0, 0) degrees. Next the
target began moving randomly at 20°/s for 500 ms, in one of the four
cardinal directions. Subjects were instructed to fixate and pursue the
target without moving their head, which was restrained by a chin rest.
EXPERIMENT 3 (HEAD ROLL—TORSIONAL COUNTER-ROLL). Subjects
were asked to fixate on a straight-ahead red fixation spot for 1,000 ms
(Fig. 1C). Then the fixation spot turned green for 750 ms, which
indicated to the subjects to tilt (roll) their head, either toward the left
or right shoulder. Subjects performed a complete block with head rolls
toward the same shoulder and then switched the roll direction in the
second block. They were instructed to complete the head roll movement within the 750 ms during which the green fixation spot was
presented. After that, the fixation spot turned red again for 250 ms and
then began moving at 20°/s for 500 ms in one of the four cardinal

A

directions (randomly selected for each trial). Subjects were required to
pursue the target and return to a straight-ahead head position after the
target disappeared during the intertrial interval (no target on screen for
⬃1.5 s). Subjects were free to move their head to any chosen
eccentricity; this was a desirable feature that allowed us to obtain a
continuum of torsional eye positions, which allowed us to perform
regression analysis on the data.

Analysis
The 3D eye-in-head position was extracted off-line from the saved
images of the eyes using the Iris software (Chronos Vision). To do so,
we used a calibration sequence to calibrate horizontal and vertical eye
position as well as to identify the eye ball parameters required for the
algorithm to extract ocular torsion (Moore et al. 1996; Peterka and
Merfeld 1996). Ocular torsion was obtained from cross-correlation
between iris segments across images (Schreiber and Haslwanter
2004), which did not require calibration. Measured eye-in-head position was low-pass filtered (autoregressive forward-backward filter,
cutoff frequency ⫽ 50 Hz) and differentiated twice (weighted, central
difference algorithm, width ⫽ 20 ms). Saccades were detected using
a 500°/s2 acceleration threshold, which has been shown to be robust
during ongoing smooth pursuit (Blohm et al. 2003; de Brouwer et al.
2001, 2002). Smooth pursuit onset was detected using a velocity
backward interpolation technique, as previously done (Badler and
Heinen 2006; Carl and Gellman 1987; Krauzlis and Miles 1996).
Briefly, we detected the moment after target movement onset at which
the absolute eye velocity consistently (i.e., for ⬎50 ms) exceeded
3*SD of the fixation noise (measured before target movement onset)
and fitted a regression line on absolute eye velocity over the first 50
ms after this threshold. Pursuit onset was defined as the moment at
which this regression line intersected the zero velocity axis. For the
analysis, we computed the initial pursuit direction of eye movement
and related eye rotation axes, based on the 100 ms open-loop period
after movement onset. Data from all random target movement directions were normalized and merged for analysis.
For experiment 3, the positions of the three head-mounted infrared
markers were low-pass filtered (autoregressive forward-backward filter,
cutoff frequency ⫽ 50 Hz) and used to calculate the head orientation
quaternion. As a reference position for the head, we used the straightahead head position measured from the calibration file (where the subject’s head was not moving). Head orientation was then computed as the
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1. Paradigms. A: test for projection geometry. Top: schematic depiction of the spatial arrangement of the stimuli; bottom: the time course (horizontal)
of the highlighted (red) target motion. Initial fixation (750 –1,250 ms) was at 1 of the 3 central vertical positions, 20° apart. Then the target jumped (⫾25°) and
immediately moved for 500 ms at 20°/s either to the left or right. B: test for compensation for retino-spatial axes mismatch. The initial fixation target was
presented for 750 –1,250 ms, either centrally or on the upper oblique lines at positions (H, V) ⫽ (⫾25, 25) degrees. Then targets moved for 500 ms in 1 of the
4 cardinal directions at 20°/s. C: torsion due to ocular counter-roll test. After 1 s of fixation on a red, central spot, the fixation target turned green for 750 ms,
indicating to the subject to roll his/her head either to the left or to the right (fixed within a block of trials). After an additional 250 ms of red fixation, the target
moved for 500 ms at 20°/s in 1 of the 4 cardinal directions.
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EXPERIMENT 1 (EYE ROTATION GEOMETRY). A red fixation spot was
presented with a random duration of 750 –1,250 ms, at one of three
randomly chosen vertical eccentricities, i.e., 0 or ⫾20° (Fig. 1A).
After this initial fixation, the target jumped either left or right (⫾25°
horizontal) and immediately started moving either to the left or to the
right at 20°/s for 500 ms. The trial ended when the target disappeared.
Subjects were instructed to fixate and pursue the target with their head
restrained by a chin rest.
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difference (calculated in terms of quaternion rotation) between this reference position and the measured head position during the test trials.
Eye position traces are presented in Fick coordinates to comply with
current literature standards. Positive horizontal and vertical directions are
right- and upward, respectively; positive torsion is clockwise.
RESULTS

Experiment 1: accounting for the rotational geometry
of the eyes
The first prediction concerns the rotational geometry of the
eyes and is illustrated in Fig. 2. Two different example con-
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FIG. 2. Effect of the retinal projection geometry on the visuomotor velocity
transformation. A: the same retinal stimulation (left) led to different headcentered motor commands (right). For straight-ahead fixation (dotted green), a
target moving to the right (arrow) required a purely horizontal eye movement
(rotation around the vertical axis, right). For an eye-elevation of 20° (solid red
line), the same retinal stimulation must be transformed into a different eye
rotation with a nonvertical rotation axis, following the ½-angle rule.
B: predicted rotation of the velocity vector, if the brain takes vertical eye
position into account and interprets the retinal stimulation differently for
different eye positions (dashed, spatial hypothesis) or interprets the visual input
independently of eye position (dotted, retinal hypothesis).
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 ⫽ 2 · q̇q⫺1
where q˙ is the mean quaternion velocity computed over the first
100 ms after pursuit onset and q⫺1 is the quaternion inverse of the
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In each of the following three sections, we first provide
quantitative predictions from our model, regarding errors that
would be expected in the initial pursuit direction if the geometry between the retinal input (eye-centered) and motor output
(head-centered) was not taken into account in the visuomotor
velocity transformation. To do so, we analyzed three components of the visuomotor velocity transformation that individually addressed the different geometrical problems the brain
faces when transforming velocity signals from a retinal into a
motor reference frame. In a second step, we tested each
prediction experimentally by measuring the initial direction of
smooth pursuit eye movement, as a test of the visuomotor
velocity transformation.

figurations are shown in Fig. 2A, where a horizontal pursuit eye
movement was generated in response to a horizontally moving
target, viewed under two different vertical eye positions, i.e., a
central eye position (dotted, green) and a 20° upward eye
position (solid red lines). The circular representations in the
two panels to the right of the subject’s head show that both
situations result in exactly the same retinal input: the moving
target presented on the retinal horizon, thus the retinal velocity
input was purely horizontal. In general, all points on a vertically offset horizon, passing through a fixation position on a
fronto-parallel surface, projected onto the retinal horizon if
ocular torsion and head roll angles were zero (as was the case
here). However, the motor output required for spatially accurate pursuit depended on vertical eye position. The angular
velocity axis for pursuit initiation under straight-ahead viewing
was purely vertical (dotted green lines), whereas pursuit initiation during nonzero vertical fixation required an angular
velocity axis that was tilted by half the amount of vertical eye
position (solid red lines), as predicted by ½-angle rule (Tweed
and Vilis 1987). This meant that for the visuomotor velocity
transformation, the brain should account for vertical eye position when interpreting identical visual input, thus generating
spatially accurate pursuit initiation. Although we restricted
ourselves to the vertical eye position, the same principles apply
when generating vertical pursuit from different horizontal fixations.
Figure 2B illustrates the degree of predicted tilt of the
angular eye velocity axis required for accurate pursuit initiation
as a function of the initial vertical fixation position. Thus the
tilt of the rotation axis results in a torsional component of the
3D rotation axis. In other words, the velocity command driving
the eyes must move the eyes by the amount of torsion specified
by the torsional component of the rotation axis so as to
maintain Listing’s law. For spatially accurate, smooth pursuit
initiation (hypothesis 2), the angular velocity axis has to tilt
back by half of vertical eye position. In contrast, hypothesis 1
(retinal model) would predict no change in the rotation axis with
vertical eye position. An example of the spatially accurate behavior was observed in our typical trial, and is shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3A, top, shows a plot of 3D eye position (horizontal,
vertical, and torsion) in response to the target, over time; A,
bottom, depicts eye velocity over the same period. Initial
fixation was on the upward target with a 20° elevation; the
target then jumped to the right and moved leftward. The
vertical dotted line indicates when the pursuit target began to
move and the vertical solid line (Fig. 3A, bottom) represents the
detected onset of pursuit eye movement, which occurred
around 125 ms after the target started moving. Note that
smooth pursuit was initiated prior to the catch-up saccade when
the eyes were still at approximately zero horizontal position.
Therefore the initial pursuit response relied fully on sensory
evidence in the visual periphery that was gathered during
fixation on the vertical mid-line (unlike the situation described
in experiment 2). We computed the eye rotation axis from the
first 100 ms of pursuit (i.e., during the open-loop pursuit
phase). The rotation axis  can easily be computed using
(Tweed and Vilis 1987)
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3. Typical rotation geometry trial. A: position in degrees (top) and
velocity in degree/second (bottom) traces over time. Horizontal eye (red solid,
saccades bold) and target (orange) traces, vertical eye (blue) and target (light
blue) traces and torsional eye position (green) are shown (top). The same color
scheme applies for the bottom (velocity), but now saccades are thin traces
(pursuit velocity without saccades is thick). In this trial, initial fixation was 20°
up and then the target jumped rightward and moved to the left. The jump/
movement onset time is indicated by the dotted vertical line. The solid vertical
line in the bottom shows detected pursuit onset (latency ⫽ 128 ms). All traces
use Fick coordinates. B: zoom on the eye velocity traces during pursuit
initiation. C: from the 1st 100 ms after pursuit onset, we computed the angular
velocity axis of the eyes (solid line). This axis tilted backward for upward eye
positions, as predicted by the spatial hypothesis (dashed) and did not follow the
retinal hypothesis (dotted).

average eye position during that same period. Alternatively, we
also used the quaternion division of the eye position quaternion at
100 ms after pursuit onset divided by the quaternion at pursuit
onset and obtained qualitatively the same results. Figure 3C
J Neurophysiol • VOL
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FIG. 4. Tilt of angular velocity axis in the geometry condition. A: mean ⫾
SD of the angular velocity axes during pursuit onset for upward (green) central
(blue) and downward (red) initial eye position. The predictions of the spatial
hypothesis for the upward and downward fixations are also shown (dashed).
B: tilt gain of angular velocity vector (mean ⫾ SE). Dashed and dotted lines
depict the spatial (½-angle rule) and retinal hypotheses, respectively. All
subjects showed tilts close to the spatial prediction (dashed) that significantly
differed (t-test, P ⬍ 0.001) from the retinal prediction (dotted).
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shows that this axis (solid line) followed the spatially correct
behavior (dashed line) and did not overlap with the retinal
prediction (dotted line).
We quantified the eye position dependence of the angular
ocular velocity axis during pursuit initiation across all trials.
The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 4. A depicts the three
components for the angular velocity axes for data from all
subjects pooled together, i.e., the vertical versus horizontal
components (left) and the vertical versus torsional components
(right). Again the retinal hypothesis predicted no tilt in the
angular velocity axis with vertical eye position, whereas the
spatial hypothesis predicted a tilt in the torsional direction
(dashed lines). As was observed, the data were close to the
spatial prediction and thus pursuit initiation was geometrically
accurate. In Fig. 4B, we also quantified the amount of tilt in the
angular velocity axis for each individual subject by calculating
the “tilt gain,” relative to vertical eye position. All subjects
showed tilts that were significantly different from the retinal
hypothesis (t-test, P ⬍ 0.001) and did not significantly differ
from the spatial hypothesis (t-test, P ⬎ 0.05). This confirmed
previous results (e.g., Tweed et al. 1992) demonstrating that
subjects adjusted their rotation axis, depending on the current
eye position (see DISCUSSION).

subject #2, block F, trial 34

Spatia

A
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Experiment 2: effects of retinal projection geometry
(mismatch between retinal and spatial axes)
The second prediction of our model addressed the misalignment between the retinal and spatial axes for oblique eye
positions. This misalignment occurred even when the head was
restrained and was due to the rotational geometry of the eyes
and the spherical projection geometry. It can also be affected
by small torsional changes related to each individual subject’s
Listing’s law.
Figure 5 depicts the consequences of the purely geometrical
component (mismatch of retino-spatial axes) on the retinal
projection for oblique eye positions. Targets moving along the
cardinal axes on the screen (A, left) project onto the retina
(right circular representation) in different manners, depending
on eye-in-head position (bottom: views of the eye from behind). For straight-ahead fixation (green, dashed), the retinal
and spatial axes align. However, for oblique positions, for
example when fixating up and to the left (solid blue), Listing’s
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FIG. 5. Mismatch of retino-spatial axes due to oblique orbital positions.
A: the same 4 cardinal velocity directions (arrows on left side) in head-centered
coordinates viewed under different oblique eye positions projected differently
onto the retina (right side, flattened retinal map). For straight-ahead fixation
(0°, green dashed), the 4 velocity directions projected onto the retinal cardinal
axes. At ⫺45° oblique fixation (solid blue), the retinal projection of the
velocity vectors was rotated counter-clockwise by about 14°. At 45° oblique
fixation (red dotted), the velocity vectors were rotated 14° clockwise on the
retina. The brain generated the same head-centered motor command from all
three sensory inputs. In the lower part of the panel, we show the 3 different
orientations of the eye and retinal cardinal axes in space. B: prediction of the
velocity vector rotation, as a function of oblique eye position, if the brain did
not take mismatch of retino-spatial axes into account, but instead used the
retinal velocity vector to generate a motor command. The spatial (dashed
black) and retinal (dotted black) hypotheses are shown together with the
predictions from A, left-up fixation (blue solid line), center fixation (green
dashed line) and right-up fixation (red dotted line).
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law dictates that the eyes are rotated in such a way that the
retinal axes tilt, relative to the spatial axes, which is a direct
consequence of zero torsional eye rotations (see APPENDIX,
Eqs. A1–A4). This was also observed from the back view of the
eye (lower part of panel), where the retinal axes for a 45°
oblique eye position appeared tilted. When measuring eye
movements using Euler angles, such tilts result in an apparent
torsional component that has been labeled “false torsion,” a
now outdated concept. As a result, targets moving along the
cardinal directions on the screen projected in a rotated fashion
onto the retina. This projection pattern was similar for the
up-right fixation position (red). This rotation depended on
fixation eccentricity along the cardinal axes and is shown in
Fig. 5B for fixations on the oblique axes in the upper quadrants
of the screen. The retinal hypothesis predicted that the brain
should not rotate the retinal velocity vector into a spatially
congruent representation, whereas the spatial hypothesis predicted that retinal velocity signals should rotate in a spatially
accurate representation. Despite this rotation of the visual input
on the retina for oblique eye positions, the same spatial pursuit
direction should ideally be generated across all fixation positions. Therefore the brain should rotate the visual velocity
input, to produce spatially accurate pursuit initiation. This was
different from experiment 1, where the rotation axes were
adjusted as a result of the required 3D motor command that
directed the eyes. Here it was the visual input that was rotated
as a result of the current 3D eye position.
Figure 6 depicts a typical trial demonstrating this behavior.
After an initial fixation on a target in the upper left region (Fig.
6A), the target started moving to the right. Smooth pursuit
initiation (onset delimited by vertical solid line in bottom)
occurred shortly after target movement onset (delimited by
vertical dotted line). Figure 6B shows a zoom of the pursuit
initiation period and illustrates the spatially accurate behavior.
Figure 6C shows the 2D direction of pursuit initiation (black
dots) for the first 100 ms of the pursuit response to the target
movement, i.e., the open-loop period. Comparing this pursuit
response to the predictions of spatially accurate behavior (solid
dark green) and the retinal hypothesis (dotted light green)
suggests that the pursuit system accounted for the mismatch
between retino-spatial axes when generating a motor command
from visual input.
This observation was analyzed in detail, and all data recorded for this condition are shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7A shows
the average velocity traces pooled for all subjects for rightward
movements, starting from different initial fixation positions,
either 25° up and to the left (top), straight-ahead (middle), or
25° up and to the right (bottom). The measured velocity traces
in spatial coordinates (solid green, with torsion compensation)
and the reconstructed (based on the 3D eye-in-head position)
velocity traces in retinal coordinates (dashed red, without
torsion compensation) are shown. Spatially optimal behavior is
indicated by the dashed horizontal black lines. On average
subjects showed clear, spatially optimal behavior.
This behavior was further quantified in Fig. 7B, where we
performed a regression analysis on the raw data to determine
the amount of the predicted compensation for rotation between the retino-spatial axes that was actually observed in
the data. Predicted compensation was the rotation theoretically calculated by our model for a spatially accurate pursuit
given the measured 3D eye position. Observed compensa-
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tion was predicted compensation – (minus) eye velocity
direction (re. target direction) in space. The rotation of the
retinal image on the retina is variable and depends on the
amount of actual torsion (which has some variability), thus
the nine arbitrarily chosen bins. The regression slope for
data pooled across all subjects was undistinguishable from
unity (P ⬍ 0.001). The compensatory gain in the retinospatial axis rotation for individual subjects (Fig. 7C) indicated that most subjects (all but subject 5) had, on average,
close to perfect behavior (P ⬍ 0.05). This confirmed that the
pursuit system accounted for the misalignment between the
sensory and motor coordinates due to the rotation between
the retino-spatial axes.
Experiment 3: compensation for ocular torsion induced by
head roll
In this third and final test, we assessed whether actively
generated ocular torsion was also accounted for in pursuit
initiation. To determine this, we asked subjects to perform
fast head roll movements and took advantage of the OCR to
obtain a purely torsional misalignment between the retinal
input and the motor output required for spatially accurate
behavior. The principle of this experiment and the related
predictions are illustrated in Fig. 8. Figure 8A depicts the
counter-roll of the eyes (by an arbitrary amount here) when
the head rolls toward the right or the left shoulder. Consequently, the retinal stimulation for the same required eye
movement changed across head positions because the eyes
were rotated torsionally (because of OCR), relative to the
head. Figure 8B shows the necessary counter-rotation of the
visual input by the brain to compensate for OCR-induced
torsion (for illustration purposes, we chose an OCR gain of
0.5). As can be observed from Eq. A5, this relationship is
linear with head roll angle.
J Neurophysiol • VOL

The typical trial in Fig. 9 shows an example of behavior
during this condition. The representation in Fig. 9A is similar
to Figs. 3 and 6 but now includes head position traces (bottom).
During the head roll instruction (gray rectangle), the subject
rotated the head toward the right shoulder; this made the eyes
counter-roll in the direction opposite to the head (top, green
trace). This resulted in a misalignment of the retinal and motor
coordinates. Shortly after the head was stabilized (2nd vertical
dashed bar shows head movement end), the target started
moving (dotted vertical line). Figure 9B shows a zoom of the
pursuit initiation period and illustrates the spatially accurate
behavior. We again examined the first 100 ms of pursuit
initiation and plotted pursuit direction as head-centered coordinates (Fig. 9C). The target now moved along the spatial
direction (solid dark green), and we show the reconstructed
retinal target movement direction (dotted light green) for comparison. Clearly, pursuit initiation (black dots) overall followed
the spatially correct direction.
Spatially accurate pursuit initiation indicated that the brain
actually rotated the retinal velocity vector by the amount of
ocular torsion. To quantify this effect, we showed average eye
velocity initiation traces (solid green) in Fig. 10A for leftward
(CCW) and rightward (CW) head roll. We also showed
reconstructions of what the velocity traces should look like
if OCR-induced torsion was not taken into account (dotted
red line); we found that eye velocity followed the spatially
accurate direction (dashed horizontal lines). The regression
analysis shown in Fig. 10B confirmed this observation. The
observed torsional compensation closely matched the predicted compensation and the regression slope was not distinguishable from unity (t-test, P ⬍ 0.001). This was also
true for most individual subjects (subjects 1– 4, P ⬍ 0.05) as
shown in Fig. 10C. Overall, this demonstrates that the
pursuit system actively accounted for ocular torsion when
generating a motor plan.
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A

three experimental conditions (medians ⫽ 85–97 ms). It also
means that for about half of all trials, saccades did not have any
influence on the measure of the first 100 ms of pursuit initiation, which was the period of interest throughout our analysis.
To confirm that velocity interpolation during saccades did not
alter our findings, we performed the analysis of Figs. 4, 7, and
10 on a subset of our data without any saccades during the first
100 ms of pursuit initiation and found qualitatively the same
results (data not shown). This demonstrates that neither our
method of saccade removal nor the presence of saccades during
pursuit initiation influences the visuomotor velocity transformations described here.
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FIG. 7. Compensation for mismatch of retino-spatial axes. A: average 2D
velocity traces for rightward target movements in the upper left, center, and
upper right initial fixation conditions. Measured traces with hypothetical
rotational compensation (spatial, solid green), and traces rotated to simulate no
rotational compensation (retinal, dashed red) are shown (mean ⫾ SE). Spatially correct behavior would be along the horizontal direction (black dashed
line). B: observed compensation for the rotation between the retino-spatial axes
measured from initial pursuit direction and as a function of the theoretically
required (predicted) compensation. The regression line on raw data were not
distinguishable from the slope ⫽ 1 (t-test, P ⬍ 0.001). C: compensation gain
(⫽ slope of regression) of the rotation between the retino-spatial axes for
individual subjects (mean ⫾ SE). Dashed and dotted lines depict the spatial
and retinal hypotheses, respectively. All gains were different from 0 (P ⬍
0.001) and all (but subject 5) had gains indistinguishable from 1 (P ⬍ 0.05).
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To quantify the influence of catch-up saccades on our
findings, we analyzed the relative latencies of smooth pursuit
initiation and catch-up saccades across all trials and conditions
in Fig. 11. As can be observed, on average smooth pursuit was
initiated almost 100 ms before catch-up saccades were produced (median ⫽ 89 ms). This finding was consistent across all
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FIG. 8. Effect of ocular torsion (due to ocular counter-roll) on the visuomotor velocity transformation. A: schematic representation of ocular counterroll. For example, if the head rolled 40° to the left, the eyes counter-rolled in
the head (by 20°, corresponding to an OCR gain of 0.5). B: predicted pursuit
velocity rotation, if ocular torsion was (spatial hypothesis, dashed) or was not
(retinal hypothesis, dotted) accounted for when generating a motor command
from the retinal input.
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We have developed a model for the visuomotor velocity
transformations underlying eye movements. This model made
quantitative predictions regarding the movement errors that
should occur if the 3D eye-in-head geometry was not taken into
account when generating a smooth pursuit eye movement from
visual motion input. We tested these predictions using the
open-loop smooth pursuit response to moving targets. Our
results demonstrated that subjects used eye position in their
adjustment of the rotation axis of the eyes. Rotation between
the retino-spatial axes was also accounted for, and that ocular
torsion due induced by head roll was compensated for when
generating a smooth pursuit motor plan. This study provides
the first evidence of a feed-forward visuomotor velocity transformation in the brain.
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ual differences in the gain of compensation between subjects.
The fact that every subject did not perfectly compensate for the
underlying geometrical constraints is likely a consequence of
the complexity of these computations and the difficulty with
which the brain achieved them. It might also be that the
required 3D eye position signal was difficult for the brain to
estimate. This is particularly true for ocular torsion. There is no
evidence supporting that the cortex has access to an explicit
ocular torsion signal (Banks et al. 2001; Schreiber et al. 2001;
van Ee and van Dam 2003). Therefore the brain might have to
estimate ocular torsion from horizontal and vertical eye position, as well as 3D head position information, making use of an
internal model of Listing’s law (Blohm et al. 2008b). Of
course, this feed-forward visuomotor velocity transformation
only has to produce a rough estimate of the spatially accurate
movement direction. After pursuit initiation, on-line visual
feedback can be used to correct for any errors in the visuomotor transformation.
Previous studies have suggested that the brain might not
perform explicit visuomotor transformations for eye movements at all, but that the extraocular muscle properties could
account for the observed effects through the use of pulleys
(Demer 2006, 2007). In theory, at least part of the visuomotor
velocity transformation for eye movements could be implemented mechanically, such as by the half-angle rule (Klier et
al. 2006). However, if only passive pulleys were used, they
could not account for the compensation of torsion due to ocular
counter-roll in our head roll experiment because an explicit
visuomotor velocity transformation was required. The brain
needs to use extraretinal signals about the torsional state of the
eyes (Tian et al. 2007) to counter-rotate the visual input, thus
obtaining a geometrically correct motor command in headfixed coordinates. The same reasoning applies to the situation
of retino-spatial misalignment during oblique eye positions.
J Neurophysiol • VOL

Active pulleys could implement the visuomotor velocity conversion, but the brain would still need to perform the correct
3D computations to send adequate neural commands to the
pulleys.
The described rotational properties of the eyes have
previously been reported in 3D ocular kinematics (Listing’s
law). It is well known that the rotation axis for geometrically accurate pursuit in nonzero vertical eye positions has
to be tilted. In the velocity description of Listing’s rotation
vector, this is known as the half-angle rule (Adeyemo and
Angelaki 2005; Bruno and Van den Berg 1997; Crawford
and Vilis 1991; Tweed and Vilis 1990). As we demonstrated, this problem can also be viewed as a visuomotor
velocity transformation problem, especially when considering velocity-driven smooth pursuit eye movements. The
retinal input must be adequately transformed into a spatially
accurate motor command for the eyes.
There has been a long-standing interest in investigating
whether smooth pursuit initiation is governed by retinal or
nonretinal representations of target motion (e.g.,
Chowdhury et al. 2009; Dicke and Thier 1999; Ilg et al.
2004; Inaba et al. 2007; Krauzlis and Lisberger 1989; Lisberger 2010; Lisberger et al. 1987; Pack et al. 2001; Robinson 1965; Wertheim 1981). In other words, does pursuit
initiation only depend on retinal slip estimation (retinal
representation) that is updated on the flight using new sensory information or does the brain use efference signals of
eye velocity to compute instantaneous estimates of target
motion in space (world-centered representation). This problem focuses on the question whether extraretinal eye (and
head) velocity signals are integrated with retinal velocity
signals for pursuit initiation, which is very different from
the question addressed in the present study, i.e., whether eye
(and head) position signals are integrated with retinal slip to
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FIG. 9. Typical head roll trial. A: same representation as in Figs. 3 and 6 but with additional head position
traces (bottom). Head pitch (up and down movement, P,
purple), head yaw (left to right movement, Y, dark blue)
and head roll movements (rotation toward shoulders, R,
green) are shown. Gray area shows when the head roll
instructions were illuminated (fixation target green).
Vertical dashed lines indicate head movement on- and
offset (100°/s2 threshold). The head roll induced an
ocular counter-roll movement (see torsional eye position
in first panel). This resulted in a misalignment between
the retinal input and the required motor output (relative
to the head). B: zoom on the eye velocity traces during
pursuit initiation. C: same representation as in Fig. 6B.
Due to the head roll position, the spatial movement
direction was not tilted with respect to the head axes
(circle, black dotted lines). Eye velocity (back dots, 2.5
ms spacing) followed the spatial (solid, dark green) and
not the retinal (dotted, light green) movement direction
of the target.
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get the geometry of the visuomotor velocity transformation
right. The need for a correct geometric transformation is
independent of whether the pursuit system uses a retinal or
nonretinal representation of target motion and is required in
both cases. In the present study, we describe a new, additional geometric transformation that has to be considered
when using retinal velocity signals for motor control.

-3

FIG. 10. Compensation for ocular counter-roll (OCR) induced torsion.
A: similar representation as in Fig. 7A. Average directions of pursuit
initiation (solid green) and the rotated pursuit direction were measured as
if OCR-induced torsion was not taken into account (retinal hypothesis,
dotted red). Pursuit direction was normalized to account for head roll.
Spatially accurate behavior should therefore follow the horizontal dashed
line. B: observed compensation for OCR-induced torsion as a function of
the compensation required for spatially accurate behavior (predicted). The
predicted torsional compensation was approximately equal to the measured
ocular torsion. The observed compensation was computed as the difference
between the theoretical movement direction without torsion compensation
and the measured direction of pursuit initiation. The slope of the regression
line on raw data were not distinguishable from 1 (t-test, P ⬍ 0.001). C:
torsional compensation gains (regression slopes) for individual subjects
(means ⫾ SE). Dashed and dotted lines depict the spatial and retinal hypotheses, respectively. All gains were significantly different from 0 (P ⬍ 0.001) and
gains from 4 subjects (1– 4) were indistinguishable from 1 (P ⬍ 0.05).

The visuomotor velocity transformation could theoretically
be implemented anywhere between V1 and the extraocular
muscles. It is even possible that different aspects of this
transformation are implemented differently in the brain and/or
eye mechanics. However, analogous to parietal areas involved
in the visuomotor transformation of positional signals (Battaglia-Mayer et al. 2003; Blohm et al. 2008a; Crawford et al.
2004; Optican 2005; Snyder 2000), we suggest an involvement
of temporal area MST in the visuomotor velocity transformation.
It has been suggested that MST is the temporal area of
pursuit (Dursteler and Wurtz 1988; Lisberger 2010), an important area for smooth pursuit initiation and maintenance (for
reviews, see Andersen 1997; Krauzlis 2004; Lisberger 2010) at
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FIG. 11. Relative latencies of smooth pursuit and catch-up saccades. Individual data points represent trials across all 3 conditions. The median of the
saccade re. pursuit lag (histogram inset) was 89 ms.
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The presence of an explicit visuomotor velocity transformation raises the question of the required neural signals and
computations. Retinal target velocity should rotate, depending
on ocular torsion; this could be reconstructed based on an
internal model of 3D eye position (Blohm et al. 2008b). In
addition, horizontal and vertical eye orientation is also needed
to compensate for the rotation between the retino-spatial axes
and to account for the tilt of the angular velocity axis for eye
movements from noncentral eye positions. These signals need
to converge to the same brain area that carries out the required
calculations. These geometrical computations are relatively
complicated for two reasons. 1) The 3D rotational geometry is
nonlinear and noncommutative and is influenced by many
different factors (horizontal and vertical eye position, ocular
torsion induced by head roll, retinal velocity, and retinal
position). 2) In this process, multimodal signals with different
physical meanings (e.g., position vs. velocity) should be
thoughtfully combined across different representations (e.g.,
retinal map vs. distributed eye position code). Although some
general theoretical suggestions exist (Deneve et al. 2001), the
mechanisms by which the brain performs such computations
remain largely unknown. It is also unclear what neural properties would arise in the relevant areas.

VISUOMOTOR VELOCITY TRANSFORMATIONS FOR SMOOTH PURSUIT

Implications
This study has many implications for studies using smooth
pursuit or other visually guided actions to moving targets.
Importantly, the brain always needs to perform a visuomotor
velocity transformation. Therefore extraretinal signals might
unexpectedly influence the outcome of an experiment. This is
not only true for all vision and visuomotor studies on healthy
subjects or primates but might be more important when considering brain-damaged patients with deficits in areas required
for visuomotor velocity conversion. Therefore errors can only
be interpreted appropriately when this transformation is considered.
Moreover, the visuomotor velocity transformation is not
limited to smooth pursuit eye movements. The perception of
movement direction must perform some sort of transformation,
depending on the reference frame used by the perceptual
measure (e.g., space- or head-centered). It is also unknown
whether and how other eye movement systems that rely on
retinal motion signals deal with the geometry required for the
sensory input. For example, anticipatory smooth pursuit would
have to recall a stored velocity memory in a spatially accurate
fashion across different 3D eye positions. To be spatially
accurate, optokinetic stimuli would need to be transformed into
accurate smooth ocular following responses. Because the optokinetic response is generated by different neural pathways
(Ilg 1997), this would suggest that the optokinetic system
accounts for the 3D geometry of the eyes.
Although the mathematics of the velocity transformation is
probably the simplest in the eye movement system, other motor
systems such as the head or arm (for reaching), also need to
perform velocity transformations that might include other facJ Neurophysiol • VOL

tors, e.g., head orientation. However, these transformations are
beyond the scope of this paper and will be considered in future
studies. Furthermore, all of these transformations include the
situation of self-motion; our eyes, head, or whole body might
move while we track a target, reach out for an object, or catch
a ball. This suggests that, in general, signals about self-induced
motion must be integrated in the equations underlying the
visuomotor velocity transformation for perception and action.
APPENDIX

We used a model of 3D eye position and simulated different hypotheses for the visuomotor velocity transformation, according to Listing’s
law. We also incorporated static and dynamic VOR to account for ocular
counter-roll with different gains. Retinal geometry was modeled using
spherical projections (see also Blohm and Crawford 2007). Using quaternion algebra, eye-in-head rotation can be described by the following
quaternion q (Tweed 1997a)
q ⫽ qLqPP
with qL ⫽

冑冋册
⫺

0
eជ

(A1)
qLP

⫺1
and qPP ⫽ 兹qLP
关0010兴T

(A2)
(A3)

qL is the Listing’s law quaternion and qPP is the quaternion describing the
primary position of the eyes in the orbit. Quaternions can be viewed as
operators describing a rotation of angle  around the rotation axis r such
that q ⫽ [cos/2 r ·sin /2]T and the components of the rotation axis
describe vertical, torsional and horizontal eye rotations, respectively. eជ is
the normalized vector of current eye-in-head direction (i.e., the vector
describing the viewing direction in 3D space) under which a visual
stimulus was viewed. qLP describes the gravity tilt of Listing’s plane (part
of the static vestibuloocular reflex, VOR) (Bockisch and Haslwanter
2001; Haslwanter et al. 1992).

冤 冥
0

qLP ⫽

0

cos␣

, with ␣ ⫽ ␣0 ⫹ gP · ␣P

(A4)

⫺sin␣

In an idealized form of Listing’s law, this gravity tilt is zero (␣0 ⫽ 0°),
such that the reference position for eye rotations is the exact straightahead vector. An idealized Listing’s law produces zero torsion at all eye
positions (given the head is upright). For the simulations performed here,
we used a default tilt angle for Listing’s plane in the head upright position
that was ␣0 ⫽ 5°. When the head moves around the inter-aural axis (head
pitch movement) about an angle ␣P, the Listing’s plane pitches with an
average gain of gP ⫽ 0.05 (Bockisch and Haslwanter 2001; Haslwanter
et al. 1992). In addition to the pitch component of the rotational static
VOR, we also implemented the ocular counter-roll for both the static and
dynamic conditions

冤 冥
cos ␤

qOCR ⫽

0

sin ␤

, with ␤ ⫽ gR,S · ␤R ⫹ gR,D共 f 兲 · ␤R

(A5)

0

The counter-roll angle ␤ depended on the head roll angle ␤R and was
composed of a static VOR component (gain, gR,S) and a frequencydependent (f) dynamic VOR component (gain, gR,D). From Eq. A5,
one can immediately see that the required compensation for ocular
counter-roll (Fig. 8) is linear with static head roll ␤R.
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the interface between early visual areas and oculomotor areas.
Therefore its location makes it an ideal candidate to implement
a geometric transformation between a retinal and head-centered reference frame. Theoretically required ingredients for
area MST to potentially carry out the reference frame transformation are eye position gain fields, knowledge about ocular
torsion (likely through an internal model of 3D eye position,
see DISCUSSION in the preceding text), extraretinal eye (and
head) velocity signals, and target position signals (in addition
to velocity tuning). To our best knowledge, MST meets all
these criteria. The last criterion is automatically met through
the characteristic combined position-velocity tuning of MST
cells (Celebrini and Newsome 1994; Chukoskie and Movshon
2009; Churchland and Lisberger 2005; Komatsu and Wurtz
1988; Newsome et al. 1988). MST also carries eye and head
velocity signals (3rd criterion) (Thier and Erickson 1992) and
is modulated by eye (Bremmer et al. 1997; Erickson and Thier
1991; Komatsu and Wurtz 1988; Squatrito and Maioli 1997;
Thier and Erickson 1992) and head position (Bremmer et al.
1997) in a gain-like fashion (1st criterion) (Andersen et al.
1990; Squatrito and Maioli 1997), a major requirement for
reference frame transformations (Andersen 1997). These latter
eye and head position signals could also be used to estimate
torsion using an internal model of 3D eye movements (2nd
criterion, see DISCUSSION in the preceding text). A straightforward testable prediction of this hypothesis is that MST
receptive fields and tuning curves should be modulated by
ocular torsion.
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The total quaternion description of eye-in-head position was then
Q ⫽ qqOCR and a position p in retinal coordinates was transformed
into head-centered coordinates p= using quaternion rotation, i.e.
p' ⫽ QpQ

(A6)

where Q is the quaternion conjugate (see Blohm and Crawford 2007
or Kuipers 2002 for a summary of quaternion algebra). This was
mainly used to determine the rotation of the projected spatial cardinal
axes onto the retina (Fig. 5). For example, take an idealized Listing’s
law (␣ ⫽ 0) leading to the identity quaternion for qPP (Eq. A3) and a
roughly 45° oblique up-right fixation position. This results in eជ ⫽ (1/2
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